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what is another word for and more need synonyms for and more here s a list of similar words from our thesaurus that you can
use instead contexts phrase used to specify the existence of other things in addition to what has been mentioned prepositional
phrase introducing one or more parts of the group or topic just mentioned phrase oct 20 2018   and more in all capitals with an
exclamation point rather than just and more i assume that by writing the phrase that way the op is trying to convey a certain
exuberant tone in which the phrase is often uttered in advertising in the english language the phrase and more is commonly
used to indicate that there are additional items details or possibilities beyond what has been mentioned it serves as a way to
express that there is more to be included or considered in a given context the phrase is often used to extend a list or provide a
sense of inclusiveness and what s more besides that boot even further in addition just like not only but also not only that on top
of that so on and so forth with considerably more addedly adding to this additionally again also among others among them may
13 2020   2 answers sorted by 4 in formal discourse more and more omnipresent or even just more omnipresent is
unacceptable omnipresent means present everywhere and everywhere has no degrees moreover you should ask yourself i have
no idea whether your topic is the distribution of electronic devices or their use adv and more than that adv and plenty more
than that adv and then some adv american and what s more adv besides that boot even further in addition just like more and
more american dictionary idiom add to word list increasingly or an increasing number of it gets more and more difficult to
understand what is going on more and view definitions for more and more more and more adverb as in increasingly compare
synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest matches more progressively weak synonyms similar meaning view all increasingly
progressively continuously more with acceleration growingly gradually more frequently progressively more gradually more
steadily more accumulatively to an increasing extent increasingly more in increasing numbers to a greater extent bit by bit
ever greater degree further and further synonyms increasingly more frequently increasing is something important missing
report an error or suggest an improvement recent forum discussions about thesaurus entries and that the differences can be
more profound english only forum and many more to come english only forum
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what is another word for and more need synonyms for and more here s a list of similar words from our thesaurus that you can
use instead contexts phrase used to specify the existence of other things in addition to what has been mentioned prepositional
phrase introducing one or more parts of the group or topic just mentioned phrase

how to say and more in a more professional sense
Mar 01 2024

oct 20 2018   and more in all capitals with an exclamation point rather than just and more i assume that by writing the phrase
that way the op is trying to convey a certain exuberant tone in which the phrase is often uttered in advertising

how to use and more in a sentence optimal application
Jan 31 2024

in the english language the phrase and more is commonly used to indicate that there are additional items details or
possibilities beyond what has been mentioned it serves as a way to express that there is more to be included or considered in a
given context the phrase is often used to extend a list or provide a sense of inclusiveness

and more in thesaurus 100 synonyms antonyms for and more
Dec 30 2023

and what s more besides that boot even further in addition just like not only but also not only that on top of that so on and so
forth with considerably more addedly adding to this additionally again also among others among them

replace more and more by something more formal
Nov 28 2023

may 13 2020   2 answers sorted by 4 in formal discourse more and more omnipresent or even just more omnipresent is
unacceptable omnipresent means present everywhere and everywhere has no degrees moreover you should ask yourself i have
no idea whether your topic is the distribution of electronic devices or their use

and more synonyms 219 words and phrases for and more
Oct 28 2023

adv and more than that adv and plenty more than that adv and then some adv american and what s more adv besides that boot
even further in addition just like

more and more english meaning cambridge dictionary
Sep 26 2023

more and more american dictionary idiom add to word list increasingly or an increasing number of it gets more and more
difficult to understand what is going on more and

5 synonyms antonyms for more and more thesaurus com
Aug 26 2023

view definitions for more and more more and more adverb as in increasingly compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest
matches more progressively weak

more and more in thesaurus 77 synonyms antonyms for more and more
Jul 25 2023

synonyms similar meaning view all increasingly progressively continuously more with acceleration growingly gradually more
frequently progressively more gradually more steadily more accumulatively to an increasing extent increasingly more in
increasing numbers to a greater extent bit by bit ever greater degree further and further

more and more wordreference com english thesaurus
Jun 23 2023

synonyms increasingly more frequently increasing is something important missing report an error or suggest an improvement
recent forum discussions about thesaurus entries and that the differences can be more profound english only forum and many
more to come english only forum
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